Thunderbolt™ 3
dock mini

Turn a Mac or Windows® laptop into a powerful workstation with a single cable solution. Dual HDMI® 4K ports at 60Hz allow for two 4K monitors. Use a keyboard, mouse, or other peripheries using the USB-A 3.0 and USB-A 2.0 ports while enjoying a secure and reliable connection through the gigabit Ethernet port.

**Use Cases**

1. In a “hotel-style” office workstation, staff are able to work whenever and wherever. This mini dock allows them to keep their stations organized through a compact dock and connect to all needed peripheries with a single Thunderbolt cable.

2. A home office that centers around a powerful laptop is outfitted with high-speed Ethernet and 4K monitors. This compact dock is an affordable solution to connecting all peripheries in an organized and tidy fashion.

**Compatibility**

For Thunderbolt 3 laptops

**Package Includes**

- Thunderbolt 3 Dock Mini

**Technical Specifications**

- Thunderbolt 2 USB-C™ compatibility
- 2 HDMI 4K ports
- 1 USB-A 3.0 port
- 1 USB-A 2.0 port
- 1 gigabit Ethernet port
- Aluminum enclosure
Product Benefits

- Thunderbolt 3 technology provides top speeds, pixel, and power specs in a single, compact dock
- Two 4K HDMI ports provide dual high-resolution monitor support for a robust, future-proof workstation
- Windows and Mac compatibility for maximum flexibility
- Connect four devices and Ethernet through a single Thunderbolt cable
- Sleek aluminum body

The Belkin CONNECT Family Characteristics

- One-cable solution to connect essential peripherals to a computer
- Single solution to connect you to multiple peripherals
- Multiple ports provide fast, simultaneous connection
- Designed for portability to facilitate quick and easy workstation setup and takedown

The Belkin Difference

- Pioneer in innovation and technology for over 35 years
- High-quality components and construction ensure continued quality, even with heavy use
- 2-Year Limited Warranty

The Belkin CONNECT Family

CONNECT products are all about making connections. From cables that charge and share data, to docks that bring devices together for a more streamlined experience, CONNECT delivers data in the most efficient way possible, while maintaining the highest levels of quality. The very first product Belkin released to market was a cable, and we are proud to say that making connections has been an essential part of our story ever since.